
From: Samantha Abrahams <sam@lalachoirs.co.uk>  
Sent: 24 January 2022 10:23 
To: Samantha Abrahams <sam@lalachoirs.co.uk> 
Subject: January is almost over! 
 
Good morning my loves 
 
Can you believe January is almost done? I know many of you will feel relieved. I for one am glad that 
we are one month closer to Spring. I have bulbs poking through in my pots. It’s very exciting. 
Sheilagh Bell from Exmouth choir made me a bulb lasagne as a housewarming present. I am so 
excited to see what comes up first! 
 
LOW VOICE WORKSHOP 
When will I shut up about this? Well in truth Ill not mention it again after this week as it is this 
coming Saturday. It will go ahead. We have 30 people signed up. But there are 29 Tenors and 31 
Bass in La La so are the rest of you busy? We have some lovely new people coming along. Has 

anyone else got a low-voiced friend, family member or colleague that would enjoy it? IT IS FREE      

          
 
Everyone will need to register including you. Covid secure and all that. So please register 
here. https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfvKWiyQKxJuUYL1flZEugNGeYjIFRl78trQfi7Qd3jk
WHuJQ/viewform 
 
THIS WEEK AT CHOIR 
No new songs this week. We will crack on in earnest now with the four we have started. Don’t Stop 
Me Now, Sweetest Feeling, Here There and Everywhere and That Man. The end of night song this 
week was a tricky one to pick. We have done a couple of corkers. LET YOUR LOVE FLOW is what we 
will have a go at. Have a listen in preparation on the member’s page. It’s so full of smiles which is 
really all you need to sing it perfectly. 
 
TENORS at Exeter 
We have three tenors off with long term stuff and one away this week. At a choir where there are 
only six tenors that leaves just one. I sound like a key stage one maths textbook… Anyway, if any 
Tenors are able to come and help in Exeter this week as we have two newbies that were feeling 
rather exposed last week, then I would be extremely grateful. And so would the one tenor! Thank 
youuuuuuuuu 
 
It is week three of a new term/block and many of us know what week three or sometimes four can 
feel like. It is almost like it’s the Wednesday of a normal week. Not the fresh new beginning, not the 
heading towards the rewards of the weekend. Hump day! So if it feels like you aren’t remembering 
things as quick as you would like to or you lack the confidence and motivation this week or next that 
you came in with at the beginning, do not panic! It’s just the Wednesday feeling. |We are taking 
things steady and have plenty of time to learn and enjoy everything we have started and all the lush 
songs to come. No pressure. Just singing and laughter. 
 
I cannot wait to giggle at the mess Let Your Love Flow may well be. Yay! 
 
Love you millions 
Sam xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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